2105 honda accord

You have no vehicle information saved in your Honda Owners account. Vehicle Specifications.
Print Specs. Back to top. Engine Type. Displacement cc. Horsepower rpm SAE net. Torque lb-ft
rpm, SAE net. Bore and Stroke mm. Compression Ratio. Valve Train. Fuel Injection.
Drive-by-Wire Throttle System. Active Sound Control. Hill Start Assist. Direct Ignition System
with Immobilizer. Will vary with driving conditions. Please see your Honda dealer for details.
Unit-Body Construction. MacPherson Strut Front Suspension. Multi-Link Rear Suspension.
Front Shock Tower Bar. Steering Wheel Turns, Lock-to-Lock. Steering Ratio. Turning Diameter,
Curb-to-Curb ft. All-Season Tires. Compact Spare Tire. Wheelbase in. Length in. Height in. Width
in. Curb Weight lbs. Cargo Volume cu ft. Passenger Volume cu ft. Seating Capacity. Fuel gal.
Required Fuel. Use for comparison purposes only. Your actual mileage will vary depending on
how you drive and maintain your vehicle. Brake Assist. Rearview Camera with Dynamic
Guidelines 7. System operation affected by extreme interior heat. FCW does not include a
braking function. Driver remains responsible for safely operating vehicle and avoiding
collisions. LDW may not detect all lane markings or lane departures; accuracy will vary based
on weather, speed and road condition. It cannot correct the vehicle's course in every situation
or compensate for reckless driving. Control of the vehicle always remains with the driver. Do
not rely solely on the monitor system. Side Curtain Airbags with Rollover Sensor. Child-Proof
Rear Door Locks. Integrated Rear Window Antenna. Smart Entry. Fog Lights. One-Touch Turn
Indicators. LED Brake Lights. Variable Intermittent Windshield Wipers. Chrome Door Handles.
Chrome Exhaust Finishers. Hood Struts. Push Button Start. Illuminated Power Window
Switches. Cruise Control. Leather-Wrapped Steering Wheel. Illuminated Steering
Wheel-Mounted Controls. Tilt and Telescopic Steering Column. Center Console with Armrest
and Storage Compartment. Beverage Holders, Front and Rear. Automatic-Dimming Rearview
Mirror. Map Lights. Sunglasses Holder. Lockable Glove Compartment. Driver- and
Passenger-Side Seatback Pockets. Remote Fuel Filler Door Release. Remote Trunk Release with
Lock. Electronic Remote Trunk Release. Rear Window Defroster. Cargo Area Light. Floor Mats.
Side Door Pockets. The display is not a substitute for your own direct visual assessment of
traffic conditions before changing lanes. Your wireless carrier's rate plans apply. State or local
laws may limit use of texting feature. Only use texting feature when conditions allow you to do
so safely. Leather-Trimmed Seats. Heated Front Seats. Adjustable Front Seat-Belt Anchors.
Audio Touch Screen. USB Audio Interface All Aha platform feeds are audible, not visual in
nature. Vehicle does not provide any feeds. Some state laws prohibit the operation of handheld
electronic devices while operating a vehicle. Launch smartphone applications only when the
vehicle is safely parked. Aha is a trademark of Harman International Industries, Inc. Your
wireless carrier's rates may apply. Used with permission. Compatible with select smartphones.
See: Not all devices compatible with USB connection. If you decide to continue your SiriusXM
service at the end of your trial subscription, the plan you choose will automatically renew and
bill at then-current rates until you call SiriusXM at to cancel. See our Customer Agreement for
complete terms at Fees and programming subject to change. XM satellite service is available
only to those at least 18 years and older in the 48 contiguous United States and D. Some USB
devices with security software and digital rights-protected files may not work. Average Fuel
Economy Indicators 2. Average Speed Indicator. Elapsed Time Indicator. Engine Oil Life
Indicator. Exterior Temperature Indicator. Instant Fuel Economy Indicator. Miles-to-Empty
Indicator. Odometer and Trip Meters 2. Shift Lever Position Indicator. Average Fuel Economy
Indicator. Customizable Feature Settings. Rearview Camera with Guidelines. Welcome Screen.
ABS Indicator. Airbag System Indicator. Backlit Gauges. Brake System Indicator. Coolant
Temperature Indicator. Cruise Control Indicators. Door- and Trunk-Open Indicator. Fog Lights
Indicator. Fuel Level Indicator. Headlights-On Indicator. High-Beam Indicator. Immobilizer
System Indicator. Low-Fuel Indicator. Low-Oil Pressure Indicator. Low-Tire Pressure Indicator.
Malfunction Indicator. Passenger-Side Airbag-Off Indicator. Seat-Belt Reminder Indicator.
Security System Indicator. Smart Entry System Indicator. Starter System Indicator. System
Message Indicator. TPMS Indicator. ACC should not be used in heavy traffic, poor weather or on
winding roads. The driver remains responsible to slow or stop the vehicle to avoid a collision.
Adaptive Cruise Control Indicator. Engineering 6 Speed Manual LX. Transmission 6 Speed
Manual LX. Chrome Exhaust Finisher. Seating 6 Speed Manual LX. Driver's Seat with Manual
Height Adjustment. Instrumentation 6 Speed Manual LX. Engineering 6 Speed Manual Sport.
Transmission 6 Speed Manual Sport. Exterior Measurements 6 Speed Manual Sport. Interior
Measurements 6 Speed Manual Sport. Active Safety 6 Speed Manual Sport. Passive Safety 6
Speed Manual Sport. Exterior Features 6 Speed Manual Sport. Body-Colored Decklid Spoiler.
Seating 6 Speed Manual Sport. Audio Systems 6 Speed Manual Sport. Instrumentation 6 Speed
Manual Sport. Engineering Continuously Variable Transmission Sport. Transmission
Continuously Variable Transmission Sport. Seating Continuously Variable Transmission Sport.

Instrumentation Continuously Variable Transmission Sport. Choose a Year and Model to View
YEAR MODEL. This version of the Honda Accord stands out as a comfortable, roomy, and
efficient midsized sedan. It's also nice to drive and easy to live with. When matched with the
smooth continuously variable transmission, the Accord's standard 2. That's better than most
smaller compact cars and even some subcompacts. The 3. Its 26 mpg overall fuel economy was
among the best in the V6 class during its time. In most cases, automotive warranties are based
on the vehicle identification number VIN , and the warranty will be valid regardless of
ownership. The dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left. The Reliability score
is based on our latest subscriber survey of Honda Accord owners. The owner comments
describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Bluetooth , voice control
commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. Dealer said needed car
for 5 days to do the diagnostics. Problem not resolved as I don't want to be without a vehicle for
that long. The dealer had to replace the camera so it would certify. The backup camera dangles
unsecured". The camera was replaced by the dealer, but I had to leave the car for 2 days. The
dealer provided a rental car during this time". It is too complicated". My screen is currently
Frozen on telephone calls I made a few months ago. I would be in the middle of a call and the
call would disconnect in the whole Bluetooth system would have to be rebooted. However the
turn signals not turning off or rather changing to the other direction without turning off is a real
safety concern that Honda has not been able to rectify. Entire instrument panel was blank.
Honda service was unable to diagnose problem readily. Two days later problem resolved by
Honda technicians consulting with Honda hdqtrs. Battery replaced. All under warranty. No
further problems. Intermittent syncing for Pandora, Aha radio. Essentially, Aha is unusable.
Honda has not been able to fix the issue". Thank goodness for my iPhone. It is sometimes
inaccurate. Everyday I get angry that I totally wasted money on such horrible navigation system.
Honda should have made amends! I am going to return the vehicle to the Dealer". The user
interface is impossible to use to enter a destination address. Voice commands are even worse if
the system does not perfectly recognize the address. I use a garmin plugin gps that works
perfectly". Loses its integrity. A very7 poor design. Had to unpair and repair my phone to
resolve it". Blue tooth was NOT compatible with my phone model I thoroughly researched this
car before I bought it and for the Money I have in it, I am somewhat disappointed because
problems started before the warranty ran out. Not sure if I would buy it again. The manual is
over pages with numerous errors. Even the oil change volume with filter is wrong much
understated. And Honda doesn't seem to care, even a little. It pairs for phone calls but will not
operate when I'm using the Maps application. The entire info system is cumbersome and very
complex to navigate". It affects both the music and integration of mobile phone service. To fix
the issue, I have to pull over, stop and re-start the vehicle. I am very tech savvy and have not
had these issues in other cars I've owned or rented. I will never buy another Honda". It is
comp[licated and hard to set up". This car replaced a Honda Pilot and I never experienced this
trouble in that car". I think it's related. I try not to use USB now". The twisty dial does not give
sufficient feed back when using. AM to FM and back again. Random event that is unpredictable,
occurring 2 or 3 times a week. You have to keep the car running while you up date it. It is unsafe
to leave the vehicle running in my driveway unattended. Also if you start the up date and have
to quite for some reason you can no longer finish the update. A lot of money spent and no
update!! I would not recommend the purchase. AFTER we returned from our trip I am told by my
dealership that they have approximately 12 service calls each day to fix or turn off these lights
and check tires. I have had serious tire damage that might have been detected earlier if the
indicator light was not perpetually on and because it's legally required, the service department
cannot disable it. Most all my Honda's have had this problem. Poor radios and speakers". I
would not get this again. The navigation system is so frustrating to use I always only use my
iPhone now for directions. Often does not function properly. It is almost useless. It cannot
accurately detect voice commands and corrections are a nightmare Dealer could see rubber
molding on drivers door was not straight, not perfect, so they replaced it. Wind noise
remained". Dealer scheduled appointment and replaced it; problem solved". Problem resolved".
Not a real problem but annoying. The sound is coming from below the dash and behind the
glove compartment. I have attempted to pinpoint and locate the rattle without success. The
windows would also rattle when they were partially rolled down. It occurs more often in the
warm weather. Also, there are plastics squeaks and rattles the come and go from the dashboard
area near the center of the car". I have to stick a hat between the seats to stop the rubbing".
While not a rattle, the windshield visor pivots are loose, allowing them to strike the occupant
when used to shade the front passenger doors". Took car to dealer twice to check, and they
were unable to locate any issue, however my husband hears the noise also". Local Honda
mechanic said sometimes nuts and bolts are not tightened securely at the factory when the car

is built. Once these were tightened, the noises went away and the car seemed tighter overall.
We considered this a minor distraction overall, however". Dealer tried to tell me it was a built in
safety feature of the system so the speakers don't blow if the volume is turned up too loudly too
fast. However, I would turn it up slowly and the volume would still reduce! Is persistent at times
and then disappears at other times. Cannot locate exact source. Have had it since day one".
Corrected by dealer". Subsequent minor noise that sounds like static on a poorly tuned radio.
Minor, but annoying. Identified the cause to be the horn vibrating against the steering column.
Have not yet take". I haven't figured out where it is coming from. I'm going to have the
dealership look into it when I take it in for my 1st oil change". I had to take it in for service". I've
owned three Hondas, and my current accord is by far the loudest. I have to shout to have a
conversation with passengers. At freeway speed, I just give up. I've had the dealer add
insulation to the windows which helped a little, but not enough. I believe the wind noise is in
part due to the overall poor assembly of my vehicle. The trim and molding is all very poorly
applied. The seals around the doors are loose. Many finishes are out of alignment. I ignore it". It
could be quitter". Seal weather strip was replaced under warranty. Wind noise remained. Dealer
drove the car, did audio recording, and noted no issue. I drove another car of same type and
heard the same wind noise in it. No correction made to my car : ". Its tolerable, but I would
hesitate to buy an Accord again". Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module,
keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn,
gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. Both replaced under
warranty at miles. Took a week due to shipping of parts. Did not know it was the alternator
initially but car was disabled because battery was dead". Two visits were required - one for
diagnosis if problem existed was not urgent , one for repair. It took a few months for dealer to
obtain the parts. It was fixed temporarily and then fixed permanently once the new part was
available. Consequently, her battery does not last as long as it should, but with the distributor
problem found, it is difficult to determine if she would have needed a new battery if the old
battery had been charging properly. The dealer could not find it after 4 visits, and I paid an
independent garage to diagnose a coil failure, which fixed the problem". We called AAA and
they performed a field diagnostic stating the starter had failed. The car was taken to the
dealership, which replaced the battery and determined the distributor failed, not the starter. The
distributor was covered under warranty, and our AAA plan reimbursed us for the battery. Honda
said they had trouble with them sticking". Initial cause was a bad ignition coil and very worn out
spark plug. The second time the spark plug was worn again, but the ignition coil was fine.
Vehicle needed a valve adjustment from dealership, but lead technician was unsure if that was
the root cause or not. Could fail to work at time in the future. Finally determined that I needed a
new starter. Fixed the problem. Had to be replaced. Took several starts. Problem started after
having taken to dealer for routine maintenance. Dealer said battery was weak". Dealer said
starter had to be replaced. Car had miles. Had to have the starter replaced. Disappointed that
the starter had to be replaced on a car less than 4 years old. Didn't work. Dealer identified issue
and replaced under warranty. Problem was no problem. Starter motor had to be replaced".
Requires several attempts before starter engaged. PS I actually have a model and I understand
this has been a common problem with them. Should not happen in a car with less than miles".
Sometimes it would take several attempts to get it to work. The dealer said the starter had to be
replaced. It was not under warranty, and I considered the replacement cost very excessive. This
was due to faulty starter. This happened Kms,Contacted Honda to offer to negotiate repair cost.
No response from Honda. I think Honda are cheapening their Honda Accord and probably would
not purchase another Honda product. Have owned 3 Honda products. Would probably consider
Toyota or other reccomended Consumers auto. This is completely acceptable. I will pay for
labor. I am completely satisfied with offer. I would consider a Honda product in future. Antilock
system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking,
brake failure or wear. The dealer said it was a rust problem and the northern states cars have
that problem. I never before had a caliper rust problem with any of my cars or trucks. Seems
Honda has a problem. I have had 3 Hondas before this with over , miles on each of them and
never had a caliper issue caused by rust. The car had only 50, miles on it and was 3 and a half
years old. Even though the vehicle was out of warranty, Honda agreed to split the cost with us.
It did not and I didn't notice any apparent problem. I was having a flat tire repaired and
discovered the brakes were worn almost down to the rotors and required immediate
replacement. I bought the car certified used 18 mos and 10k miles earlier so I felt perhaps the
original dealership had not done their work appropriately where the brakes were concerned.
Rotors were warpedI worn out. No noise. Been a repeat customer of Honda for over 30 yrs.
Never had an issue with anything. Never did that on any other Honda Accord I owned". Honda
technician called it "abnormal" wear". Honda fixed the problem under a factory warranty. We

have owned several accords and they all did this. My Accord and also my mother's Accord both
have easily warped rotors that cause the car to shake violently when stopping. Easy fix, just
cheap materials more than likely. The whole car started shaking when breaking". I've never had
that problem with my other previous vehicles, and although the dealer replaced the rotors free
of charge, the same problem is beginning to happen again, and I've been very very careful to
use the brakes sparingly going down hills". Can will be going in soon to get this looked at".
Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. It
would not be a big deal but you can't get to ones near the wheel well. Ive had it repaired twice
but it keeps happening. Dealer says it is a manufacturing flaw. Cost to replace is dollars". The
plastic under the engine cover continuously becomes unfasten and drags on the road. It
catches on parking stops easily and is pulled away from car. Not real cheap to repair". Dealer
did reattach. So far working". I have not been able to snap it back on myself. Not a recall on my
vehicle but dealer was aware it is common problem on white vehicles. Required repainting on
roof and both sides of rear window. Dealer negotiated discounted price with body shop. Dealer
says it's not warrantable. Got it repaired under warranty. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods,
wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps
and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air
suspension. Not smooth like other Hondas we have purchased before". This is the second
accord that has done this in the past 10 years at about the same mileage and out of warranty
also. The out of spec angles are non adjustable and the dealer cannot or won't do anything. The
car has a left pull and uneven tire wear. Dealer refused to fix under warranty. Replaced by dealer
who had already done a body repair 2 years ago". When I took it to a Honda dealer, they wanted
to charge me even though it was covered under my extended warranty. I had to take it to a
second dealer to honor the warranty and replace the part that had no business going out so
early in the car's life. My car still runs loud and I get a lot of, still unexplained wheel noise".
Apparently it will be repaired under warranty. Have to turn to window defrost to remove fogging,
but then don't get as much heat as de4sired. We are in Arizona, so this is essential equipment
here. The dealer at first resisted, but then fixed it without charge. The dealer said the refrigerant
was leaking from 2 different locations. I was charged full price for repairs that should not have
been necessary. Dealer refilled the refrigerant". Added Freon and also dye. I will have to check
back later". Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery
cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure,
spark plugs and wires failure. The outside temperature guage will go up and down out the blue.
The temp can vary degrees in a matter of a few minutes". I had the dealer work on this and it
took them a week as they stated it was complicated to fix. I am not going back to this dealer
again". Honda admits that customers are upset but offers only a dubious fix of double or triple
TPMS resetting. My method is to reset just before a sustained drive of at least 30mph. A false
alarm at night on strange freeway can be very dangerous. I found myself at the garage with my
brand new car one to two times a week for six months before the problem was fixed". It has
been an issue since the car was new". We had to replace the battery even though we don't drive
that much. I USB has caused some electrical problems but warranty is over so it wasn't
investigated. Vehicle was out of service for 5 days after a 70 mile tow. No explanation as to why
every warning system lit up for an injector failure. Started with a low tire pressure warning;
progressed to vehicle stability system failure; followed by a steering failure; followed by the
flashing warning for service engine light. Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission
computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping
transmission. The dealer has refused to acknowledge or remedy the deterioration, even though
I've been reporting it over the past couple years of regular maintenance visits. The problem has
not been resolved and is a continuing concern. They finally addressed with a software change
TSB ". Both of these occurred when going speeds 45 to 65 mph. Honda updated the
transmission computer under warranty. It frequently stalls on cold starts and the transmission
slips when first driving after a cold start. After reprogramming the transmission computer twice,
I was told there was nothing wrong with it and nothing more they can do. Also noticeable at 60
mph". I had not had any problem with the transmission. However, I lost all the address
information from my cell phone and that is a problem". No issue on my car". I purchased the
vehicle certified used with 25k miles and at around 45k miles, I experienced inconsistent
acceleration. I could, however, feel the jerking motion return under hard passing maneuvers
where the transmission dropped to 2nd or 3rd gear. Additionally, when backing out of my
parking space in the morning, I would hear a slight scraping noise when shifting from "Park" to
"Drive. I contacted my local dealer to have it fixed and with my certified used warranty, my
Accord was repaired free of charge in about a day. Power or manual windows, locks and
latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts,

sunroof, convertible top. Honda either cannot or does not want to resolve this problem, despite
repeated requests. It false-positives at that rate it thinks the keys are in the trunk even if they
are in my pocket, etc. Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch
replacement. Several days later I decided to sell the car and buy a different make. I was in the
process of purchasing the car when I got cold feet Then it sounded like it the gas pedal was on
when I had the gas off and coasting. By the time I made the appt with Honda I was barely able to
get it to the shop total maybe 3 weeks. Total transmission replacement. Thank god it was under
warranty. I will not buy another Honda. This was my husbands 4th Accord. The transmission
worked fine - no apparent problems. Replaced under warranty. Shifted gears but would not
move. Had to be towed in and repaired with a transmission pulled from another car that was
crashed". Still under warranty". Was blocked. Honda having hard time diagnosing the root
problem. Had to replace the charcoal canister. The drive shaft on the right side is making a
clicking sound in stop and go traffic. There is also a noise when turning on the right. Dealer
notified and have order replacement part". Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold,
leaks. Dealership is still troubleshooting. Happen multiple times". Difficult to select items while
driving. They replaced computer it took a month to figure this out and then it happened again
with the screen going blank with the radio and right turn signals intermittantl". Accessory belts
and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine rebuild or
replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. It
was covered under warranty, the dealership diagnosed it and replaced it with brand new parts.
No problems since then". Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. Covered under warranty and no damage to engine. However this was a
inconvenience and Water pumps should not cease operateing at such low mileage. This was
covered by warranty. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you
have received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your
account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need
further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Honda Accord
Change Vehicle. There are 4 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner Satisfaction.
Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results. Performance Performance. Acceleration
Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a smooth, flat pavement straightaway at the
track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph from a standstill with the engine
idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission performance is determined by shifting
smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual transmissions. Fuel
Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own fuel-economy tests, independent of the
government's often-quoted EPA figures and the manufacturers' claims. Using a precise
fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we run two separate circuits to represent
city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage CR's overall mileage
is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city course and highway cruising; and
CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've discontinued the mile
trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite of wet and dry stopping distances
and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked. Emergency Handling
Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating, including the avoidance maneuver
speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to its limit. Ride Ride
Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates and absorbs road imperfections and
how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our expert judgment of the
vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort Front Seat Comfort Our
judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers of various heights. Rear Seat Comfort
Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is for two passengers to sit
across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The Greenhouse Gas Rating
represents the amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the
same model year. This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best. Smog Rating Smog
Rating The Smog Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and smog-forming airborne
pollutants the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year. Owner Reports.
Worse Better. Reliability History Reliability History The reliability charts are based on responses
on hundreds of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual Auto Survey. Consumer Reports
subscribers reported on any serious problems they had with their vehicles during the past 12
months that they considered serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime, in any of the
trouble spots included in the table below. The results are presented relative to the average
model that year. Extra weight is given to the more serious areas such as major engine or
transmission problems. Based on this data and further analysis, we predict reliability for the
latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. Engine
Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or

supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor Accessory belts and
pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine Cooling
Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating.
Transmission Major Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter,
clutch replacement. Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or linkage, leaks,
transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting,
slipping transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction To learn about
satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than half a million
vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by answering one simple
question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or lease the same model?
In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving experience, comfort,
value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving Experience Includes
acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate control, noise, and ride.
Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid? Styling Styling How it
looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS available, standard
from Side air bags available from , standard from Head protection air bags available from ,
standard from ESC available from , standard from Drive Wheels. Coverage varies among
versions of this vehicle. Read more about extended warranties. Body Styles. Transmissions
Available. Engines Available. What Owners Say. It is too complicated" Karl N. I am going to
return the vehicle to the Dealer" Brent A. I use a garmin plugin gps that works perfectly"
Anonymous, ID Honda Accord "almost impossible to program. It is comp[licated and hard to set
up" Clayton C. Poor radios and speakers" Royal K. Air or water leaks "Rear taillight filled with
water shorted break light required replacement" Anonymous, Honda Accord Sport 2. Wind
noise remained" Nancy N. Dealer scheduled appointment and replaced it; problem solved" R S.
Also, there are plastics squeaks and rattles the come and go from the dashboard area near the
center of the car" Anonymous, CA Honda Accord EX 2. While not a rattle, the windshield visor
pivots are loose, allowing them to strike the occupant when used to shade the front passenger
doors" Anonymous, CA Honda Accord EX-L 3. Took car to dealer twice to check, and they were
unable to locate any issue, however my husband hears the noise also" Bruce F. Have not yet
take" Victor P. I'm going to have the dealership look into it when I take it in for my 1st oil
change" Barbara I. I had to take it in for service" Kurt S. It could be quitter" Jess G. No
correction made to my car : " Nancy N. Alternator "Had to replace alternator. The dealer could
not find it after 4 visits, and I paid an independent garage to diagnose a coil failure, which fixed
the problem" Anonymous, CA Honda Accord EX 2. Honda said they had trouble with them
sticking" Anthony P. I've never had that problem with my other previous vehicles, and although
the dealer replaced the rotors free of charge, the same problem is beginning to happen again,
and I've been very very careful to use the brakes sparingly going down hills" Karen M. Loose
exterior trim or moldings "The front spoiler is held on with plastic push pins and break very
easy. Not real cheap to repair" Mark R. Alignment "Aligned twice" Mitchell T. Body control
module "The battery module went out and was covered by warrantee along with the battery"
Marvin P. I am not going back to this dealer again" Anne C. I found myself at the garage with my
brand new car one to two times a week for six months before the problem was fixed"
Anonymous, IL Honda Accord Sport "would not go off after tire fixed" Glen F. Rough shifting
"Over the past two years, clutch engagement has deteriorated from smooth to consistent
shuddering, particularly for first, second, and reverse gears. Also noticeable at 60 mph" Chris
H. However, I lost all the address information from my cell phone and that is a problem"
Anonymous, FL Honda Accord 2. Doors or sliding doors "Already discussed it. Had to be towed
in and repaired with a transmission pulled from another car that was crashed" Anonymous,
Honda Accord LX 2. Dealer notified and have order replacement part" Kneil D. They replaced
computer it took a month to figure this out and then it happened again with the screen going
blank with the radio and right turn signals intermittantl" Anonymous, MD Honda Accord Touring
3. Engine computer "When cold, car must sit for a few minutes before pressing on gas,
otherwise when you put in drive and press on the gas pedal, the engine races but the car
doesn't go anywhere" Anonymous, FL Honda Accord Sport 2. Cylinder head "Check engine
light came on several days after purchasing the car, and occasional misfire when idle. Water
pump "Water pump ceased operating at Kms and broke belts. See All Trouble Spots. Change
Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports.
Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and
reviews. December 17, â€” A Honda Accord driveshaft recall includes about , cars with
driveshafts that could corrode and break. The Honda Accord driveshaft recall affects cars
originally sold or ever registered in these states where road salt is used. The Honda Accords,
equipped with 4-cylinder engines and continuously variable transmissions, have driveshafts

that were assembled with a lubricant that may have degraded the protective coating on the
Accord driveshafts. This makes the driveshafts more susceptible to damage from road salt or
other contaminants. The main corrosion danger comes from deicing agents used in salt-belt
states, corrosion that weakens the driveshaft and causes it to break, especially under high
torque conditions. The Accord will lose forward motion and could roll away if parked without
the parking brake engaged. Honda learned of a broken Accord driveshaft in and caused Honda
to launch an investigation as the automaker learned driveshafts were breaking in other Honda
models. Engineers found damage to the protecting coating on the driveshafts and by May
learned a specific lubricant was used as an assembly aid from February to September This
coincided with the same period when the broken driveshafts were produced, and engineers
determined the lubricant can interfere with the protective coating adhesion process. Model year
Honda Accord owners who have paid to repair broken driveshafts may be eligible for
reimbursements. The Honda Accord driveshaft recall is expected to begin February 1, , but to
date there aren't enough replacement driveshafts for all the cars. Honda dealers will inspect the
Accords for problems with the protecting coating on the driveshafts near the dynamic dampers.
The left and right driveshafts will be replaced if there are deformities within 40mm of the
dampers. Honda says no repairs will be performed on Accords not meeting the 40mm
requirement because the automaker believes the driveshafts won't break for the remaining
expected life of the cars. Honda recalls , Accords in areas where road salt causes corrosion and
broken parts. Honda Accord customers with concerns should call The Salt Belt States Road
salt. It's great for melting ice, and awful for just about everything else. Read Our Guide.
Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability
score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Honda Accord owners. The owner comments
describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Bluetooth , voice control
commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. Dealer said needed car
for 5 days to do the diagnostics. Problem not resolved as I don't want to be without a vehicle for
that long. The dealer had to replace the camera so it would certify. The backup camera dangles
unsecured". The camera was replaced by the dealer, but I had to leave the car for 2 days. The
dealer provided a rental car during this time". It is too complicated". My screen is currently
Frozen on telephone calls I made a few months ago. I would be in the middle of a call and the
call would disconnect in the whole Bluetooth system would have to be rebooted. However the
turn signals not turning off or rather changing to the other direction without turning off is a real
safety concern that Honda has not been able to rectify. Entire instrument panel was blank.
Honda service was unable to diagnose problem readily. Two days later problem resolved by
Honda technicians consulting with Honda hdqtrs. Battery replaced. All under warranty. No
further problems. Intermittent syncing for Pandora, Aha radio. Essentially, Aha is unusable.
Honda has not been able to fix the issue". Thank goodness for my iPhone. It is sometimes
inaccurate. Everyday I get angry that I totally wasted money on such horrible navigation system.
Honda should have made amends! I am going to return the vehicle to the Dealer". The user
interface is impossible to use to enter a destination address. Voice commands are even worse if
the system does not perfectly recognize the address. I use a garmin plugin gps that works
perfectly". Loses its integrity. A very7 poor design. Had to unpair and repair my phone to
resolve it". Blue tooth was NOT compatible with my phone model I thoroughly researched this
car before I bought it and for the Money I have in it, I am somewhat disappointed because
problems started before the warranty ran out. Not sure if I would buy it again. The manual is
over pages with numerous errors. Even the oil change volume with filter is wrong much
understated. And Honda doesn't seem to care, even a little. It pairs for phone calls but will not
operate when I'm using the Maps application. The entire info system is cumbersome and very
complex to navigate". It affects both the music and integration of mobile phone service. To fix
the issue, I have to pull over, stop and re-start the vehicle. I am very tech savvy and have not
had these issues in other cars I've owned or rented. I will never buy another Honda". It is
comp[licated and hard to set up". This car replaced a Honda Pilot and I never experienced this
trouble in that car". I think it's related. I try not to use USB now". The twisty dial does not give
sufficient feed back when using. AM to FM and back again. Random event that is unpredictable,
occurring 2 or 3 times a week. You have to keep the car running while you up date it. It is unsafe
to leave the vehicle running in my driveway unattended. Also if you start the up date and have
to quite for some reason you can no longer finish the update. A lot of money spent and no

update!! I would not recommend the purchase. AFTER we returned from our trip I am told by my
dealership that they have approximately 12 service calls each day to fix or turn off these lights
and check tires. I have had serious tire damage that might have been detected earlier if the
indicator light was not perpetually on and because it's legally required, the service department
cannot disable it. Most all my Honda's have had this problem. Poor radios and speakers". I
would not get this again. The navigation system is so frustrating to use I always only use my
iPhone now for directions. Often does not function properly. It is almost useless. It cannot
accurately detect voice commands and corrections are a nightmare Dealer could see rubber
molding on drivers door was not straight, not perfect, so they replaced it. Wind noise
remained". Dealer scheduled appointment and replaced it; problem solved". Problem resolved".
Not a real problem but annoying. The sound is coming from below the dash and behind the
glove compartment. I have attempted to pinpoint and locate the rattle without success. The
windows would also rattle when they were partially rolled down. It occurs more often in the
warm weather. Also, there are plastics squeaks and rattles the come and go from the dashboard
area near the center of the car". I have to stick a hat between the seats to stop the rubbing".
While not a rattle, the windshield visor pivots are loose, allowing them to strike the occupant
when used to shade the front passenger doors". Took car to dealer twice to check, and they
were unable to locate any issue, however my husband hears the noise also". Local Honda
mechanic said sometimes nuts and bolts are not tightened securely at the factory when the car
is built. Once these were tightened, the noises went away and the car seemed tighter overall.
We considered this a minor distraction overall, however". Dealer tried to tell me it was a built in
safety feature of the system so the speakers don't blow if the volume is turned up too loudly too
fast. However, I would turn it up slowly and the volume would still reduce! Is persistent at times
and then disappears at other times. Cannot locate exact source. Have had it since day one".
Corrected by dealer". Subsequent minor noise that sounds like static on a poorly tuned radio.
Minor, but annoying. Identified the cause to be the horn vibrating against the steering column.
Have not yet take". I haven't figured out where it is coming from. I'm going to have the
dealership look into it when I take it in for my 1st oil change". I had to take it in for service". I've
owned three Hondas, and my current accord is by far the loudest. I have to shout to have a
conversation with passengers. At freeway speed, I just give up. I've had the dealer add
insulation to the windows which helped a little, but not enough. I believe the wind noise is in
part due to the overall poor assembly of my vehicle. The trim and molding is all very poorly
applied. The seals around the doors are loose. Many finishes are out of alignment. I ignore it". It
could be quitter". Seal weather strip was replaced under warranty. Wind noise remained. Dealer
drove the car, did audio recording, and noted no issue. I drove another car of same type and
heard the same wind noise in it. No correction made to my car : ". Its tolerable, but I would
hesitate to buy an Accord again". Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module,
keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn,
gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. Both replaced under
warranty at miles. Took a week due to shipping of parts. Did not know it was the alternator
initially but car was disabled because battery was dead". Two visits were required - one for
diagnosis if problem existed was not urgent , one for repair. It took a few months for dealer to
obtain the parts. It was fixed temporarily and then fixed permanently once the new part was
available. Consequently, her battery does not last as long as it should, but with the distributor
problem found, it is difficult to determine if she would have needed a new battery if the old
battery had been charging properly. The dealer could not find it after 4 visits, and I paid an
independent garage to diagnose a coil failure, which fixed the problem". We called AAA and
they performed a field diagnostic stating the starter had failed. The car was taken to the
dealership, which replaced the battery and determined the distributor failed, not the starter. The
distributor was covered under warranty, and our AAA plan reimbursed us for the battery. Honda
said they had trouble with them sticking". Initial cause was a bad ignition coil and very worn out
spark plug. The second time the spark plug was worn again, but the ignition coil was fine.
Vehicle needed a valve adjustment from dealership, but lead technician was unsure if that was
the root cause or not. Could fail to work at time in the future. Finally determined that I needed a
new starter. Fixed the problem. Had to be replaced. Took several starts. Problem started after
having taken to dealer for routine maintenance. Dealer said battery was weak". Dealer said
starter had to be replaced. Car had miles. Had to have the starter replaced. Disappointed that
the starter had to be replaced on a car less than 4 years old. Didn't work. Dealer identified issue
and replaced under warranty. Problem was no problem. Starter motor had to be replaced".
Requires several attempts before starter engaged. PS I actually have a model and I understand
this has been a common problem with them. Should not happen in a car with less than miles".
Sometimes it would take several attempts to get it to work. The dealer said the starter had to be

replaced. It was not under warranty, and I considered the replacement cost very excessive. This
was due to faulty starter. This happened Kms,Contacted Honda to offer to negotiate repair cost.
No response from Honda. I think Honda are cheapening their Honda Accord and probably would
not purchase another Honda product. Have owned 3 Honda products. Would probably consider
Toyota or other reccomended Consumers auto. This is completely acceptable. I will pay for
labor. I am completely satisfied with offer. I would consider a Honda product in future. Antilock
system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking,
brake failure or wear. The dealer said it was a rust problem and the northern states cars have
that problem. I never before had a caliper rust problem with any of my cars or trucks. Seems
Honda has a problem. I have had 3 Hondas before this with over , miles on each of them and
never had a caliper issue caused by rust. The car had only 50, miles on it and was 3 and a half
years old. Even though the vehicle was out of warranty, Honda agreed to split the cost with us.
It did not and I didn't notice any apparent problem. I was having a flat tire repaired and
discovered the brakes were worn almost down to the rotors and required immediate
replacement. I bought the car certified used 18 mos and 10k miles earlier so I felt perhaps the
original dealership had not done their work appropriately where the brakes were concerned.
Rotors were warpedI worn out. No noise. Been a repeat customer of Honda for over 30 yrs.
Never had an issue with anything. Never did that on any other Honda Accord I owned". Honda
technician called it "abnormal" wear". Honda fixed the problem under a factory warranty. We
have owned several accords and they all did this. My Accord and also my mother's Accord both
have easily warped rotors that cause the car to shake violently when stopping. Easy fix, just
cheap materials more than likely. The whole car started shaking when breaking". I've never had
that problem with my other previous vehicles, and although the dealer replaced the rotors free
of charge, the same problem is beginning to happen again, and I've been very very careful to
use the brakes sparingly going down hills". Can will be going in soon to get this looked at".
Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. It
would not be a big deal but you can't get to ones near the wheel well. Ive had it repaired twice
but it keeps happening. Dealer says it is a manufacturing flaw. Cost to replace is dollars". The
plastic under the engine cover continuously becomes unfasten and drags on the road. It
catches on parking stops easily and is pulled away from car. Not real cheap to repair". Dealer
did reattach. So far working". I have not been able to snap it back on myself. Not a recall on my
vehicle but dealer was aware it is common problem on white vehicles. Required repainting on
roof and both sides of rear window. Dealer negotiated discounted price with body shop. Dealer
says it's not warrantable. Got it repaired under warranty. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods,
wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps
and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air
suspension. Not smooth like other Hondas we have purchased before". This is the second
accord that has done this in the past 10 years at about the same mileage and out of warranty
also. The out of spec angles are non adjustable and the dealer cannot or won't do anything. The
car has a left pull and uneven tire wear. Dealer refused to fix under warranty. Replaced by dealer
who had already done a body repair 2 years ago". When I took it to a Honda dealer, they wanted
to charge me even though it was covered under my extended warranty. I had to take it to a
second dealer to honor the warranty and replace the part that had no business going out so
early in the car's life. My car still runs loud and I get a lot of, still unexplained wheel noise".
Apparently it will be repaired under warranty. Have to turn to window defrost to remove fogging,
but then don't get as much heat as de4sired. We are in Arizona, so this is essential equipment
here. The dealer at first resisted, but then fixed it without charge. The dealer said the refrigerant
was leaking from 2 different locations. I was charged full price for repairs that should not have
been necessary. Dealer refilled the refrigerant". Added Freon and also dye. I will have to check
back later". Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery
cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure,
spark plugs and wires failure. The outside temperature guage will go up and down out the blue.
The temp can vary degrees in a matter of a few minutes". I had the dealer work on this and it
took them a week as they stated it was complicated to fix. I am not going back to this dealer
again". Honda admits that customers are upset but offers only a dubious fix of double or triple
TPMS resetting. My method is to reset just before a sustained drive of at least 30mph. A false
alarm at night on strange freeway can be very dangerous. I found myself at the garage with my
brand new car one to two times a week for six months before the problem was fixed". It has
been an issue since the car was new". We had to replace the battery even though we don't drive
that much. I USB has caused some electrical problems but warranty is over so it wasn't
investigated. Vehicle was out of service for 5 days after a 70 mile tow. No explanation as to why
every warning system lit up for an injector failure. Started with a low tire pressure warning;

progressed to vehicle stability system failure; followed by a steering failure; followed by the
flashing warning for service engine light. Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission
computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping
transmission. The dealer has refused to acknowledge or remedy the deterioration, even though
I've been reporting it over the past couple years of regular maintenance visits. The problem has
not been resolved and is a continuing concern. They finally addressed with a software change
TSB ". Both of these occurred when going speeds 45 to 65 mph. Honda updated the
transmission computer under warranty. It frequently stalls on cold starts and the transmission
slips when first driving after a cold start. After reprogramming the transmission computer twice,
I was told there was nothing wrong with it and nothing more they can do. Also noticeable at 60
mph". I had not had any problem with the transmission. However, I lost all the address
information from my cell phone and that is a problem". No issue on my car". I purchased the
vehicle certified used with 25k miles and at around 45k miles, I experienced inconsistent
acceleration. I could, however, feel the jerking motion return under hard passing maneuvers
where the transmission dropped to 2nd or 3rd gear. Additionally, when backing out of my
parking space in the morning, I would hear a slight scraping noise when shifting from "Park" to
"Drive. I contacted my local dealer to have it fixed and with my certified used warranty, my
Accord was repaired free of charge in about a day. Power or manual windows, locks and
latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts,
sunroof, convertible top. Honda either cannot or does not want to resolve this problem, despite
repeated requests. It false-positives at that rate it thinks the keys are in the trunk even if they
are in my pocket, etc. Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch
replacement. Several days later I decided to sell the car and buy a different make. I was in the
process of purchasing the car when I got cold feet Then it sounded like it the gas pedal was on
when I had the gas off and coasting. By the time I made the appt with Honda I was barely able to
get it to the shop total maybe 3 weeks. Total transmission replacement. Thank god it was under
warranty. I will not buy another Honda. This was my husbands 4th Accord. The transmission
worked fine - no apparent problems. Replaced under warranty. Shifted gears but would not
move. Had to be towed in and repaired with a transmission pulled from another car that was
crashed". Still under warranty". Was blocked. Honda having hard time diagnosing the root
problem. Had to replace the charcoal canister. The drive shaft on the right side is making a
clicking sound in stop and go traffic. There is also a noise when turning on the right. Dealer
notified and have order replacement part". Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold,
leaks. Dealership is still troubleshooting. Happen multiple times". Difficult to select items while
driving. They replaced computer it took a month to figure this out and then it happened again
with the screen going blank with the radio and right turn signals intermittantl". Accessory belts
and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine rebuild or
replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. It
was covered under warranty, the dealership diagnosed it and replaced it with brand new parts.
No problems since then". Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. Covered under warranty and no damage to engine. However this was a
inconvenience and Water pumps should not cease operateing at such low mileage. This was
covered by warranty. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you
have received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your
account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need
further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Honda Accord
Change Vehicle. This version of the Honda Accord stands out as a comfortable, roomy, and
efficient midsized sedan. It's also nice to drive and easy to live with. When matched with the
smooth continuously variable transmission, the Accord's standard 2. That's better than most
smaller compact cars and even some subcompacts. There are 4 recalls on this vehicle. Learn
More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential
Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine
Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System.
Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car
Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information
received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give
you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging
from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA
indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year.
An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. It is
too complicated" Karl N. I am going to return the vehicle to the Dealer" Brent A. I use a garmin
plugin gps that works perfectly" Anonymous, ID Honda Accord "almost impossible to program.

It is comp[licated and hard to set up" Clayton C. Poor radios and speakers" Royal K. Air or
water leaks "Rear taillight filled with water shorted break light required replacement"
Anonymous, Honda Accord Sport 2. Wind noise remained" Nancy N. Dealer scheduled
appointment and replaced it; problem solved" R S. Also, there are plastics squeaks and rattles
the come and go from the dashboard area near the center of the car" Anonymous, CA Honda
Accord EX 2. While not a rattle, the windshield visor pivots are loose, allowing them to strike the
occupant when used to shade the front passenger doors" Anonymous, CA Honda Accord EX-L
3. Took car to dealer twice to check, and they were unable to locate any issue, however my
husband hears the noise also" Bruce F. Have not yet take" Victor P. I'm going to have the
dealership look into it when I take it in for my 1st oil change" Barbara I. I had to take it in for
service" Kurt S. It could be quitter" Jess G. No correction made to my car : " Nancy N.
Alternator "Had to replace alternator. The dealer could not find it after 4 visits, and I paid an
independent garage to diagnose a coil failure, which fixed the problem" Anonymous, CA Honda
Accord EX 2. Honda said they had trouble with them sticking" Anthony P. I've never had that
problem with my other previous vehicles, and although the dealer replaced the rotors free of
charge, the same problem is beginning to happen again, and I've been very very careful to use
the brakes sparingly going down hills" Karen M. Loose exterior trim or moldings "The front
spoiler is held on with plastic push pins and break very easy. Not real cheap to repair" Mark R.
Alignment "Aligned twice" Mitchell T. Body control module "The battery module went out and
was covered by warrantee along with the battery" Marvin P. I am not going back to this dealer
again" Anne C. I found myself at the garage with my brand new car one to two times a week for
six months before the problem was fixed" Anonymous, IL Honda Accord Sport "would not go
off after tire fixed" Glen F. Rough shifting "Over the past two years, clutch engagement has
deteriorated from smooth to consistent shuddering, particularly for first, second, and reverse
gears. Also noticeable at 60 mph" Chris H. However, I lost all the address information from my
cell phone and that is a problem" Anonymous, FL Honda Accord 2. Doors or sliding doors
"Already discussed it. Had to be towed in and repaired with a transmission pulled from another
car that was crashed" Anonymous, Honda Accord LX 2. Dealer notified and have order
replacement part" Kneil D. They replaced computer it took a month to figure this out and then it
happened again with the screen going blank with the radio and right turn signals intermittantl"
Anonymous, MD Honda Accord Touring 3. Engine computer "When cold, car must sit for a few
minutes before pressing on gas, otherwise when you put in drive and press on the gas pedal,
the engine races but the car doesn't go anywhere" Anonymous, FL Honda Accord Sport 2.
Cylinder head "Check engine light came on several days after purchasing the car, and
occasional misfire when idle. Water pump "Water pump ceased operating at Kms and broke
belts. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. Similar Cars. Ford Fusion. Honda Accord.
Hyundai Sonata. Kia Optima. Mazda 6. Toyota Camry. This score shows whether the model had
more or fewer problems overall than the average model of that year, calculated from the total
number of problems reported by subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. A broken drive shaft may
cause a sudden loss of drive power. The vehicle could also roll away if the parking brake has
not been applied before the vehicle has been exited. Either condition can increase the risk of a
crash or injury. Read Recall Details. Honda American Honda Motor Co. The drive shafts were
assembled with a lubricant that may have degraded the drive shafts' protective coating, making
it more susceptible to damage from road salt or other contaminants, and potentially cause it to
break. What should you do:. Honda will notify owners, and dealers will inspect the drive shafts,
replacing both the left and right drive shafts, if necessary, free of charge. The recall began
February 4, Owners may contact Honda customer service at Potential Number of Units Affected:
Hide Recall Details. Reduced fuel pump performance can result in an engine stall, increasing
the risk of crash. Particulates in fuel may adhere to the internal components of the fuel pump,
reducing its performance. Honda will notify owners, and dealers will update the fuel injection
engine control unit FI-ECU software and, if necessary, replace the fuel pump, free of charge. The
recall began March 25, Owners may contact customer service at Acura's recall number for this
recall is P3W. Honda's recall number for this recall is N3X. An electrical short increases the risk
of a fire. The case for the battery sensor, part of the battery management system, may allow
water to get in, potentially causing an electrical short. Honda will notify owners, and dealers will
replace the sensor, free of charge. Dealers will perform an interim remedy of applying adhesive
to the case to prevent water intrusion. The recall began November 8, Honda's number for this
recall is KG0. Loss of engine power may result in a vehicle stall, increasing the risk of a crash. If
the engine leaks oil in the proximity of hot engine or exhaust components, there is an increased
risk of a fire. American Honda Motor Co. Honda is recalling certain model year Accord L4
vehicles manufactured July 29, , to July 31, , Accord L4 vehicles manufactured August 14, , to
January 30, , and CR-V vehicles manufactured September 9, , to February 6, The affected

vehicles may have been assembled with improperly torqued connecting rod bolts, which can
cause the engine to lose power or leak oil. Honda will notify owners, and dealers will replace the
engine short block, free of charge. The recall began on March 27, Show More. Check Vehicle for
Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select
Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You
no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. You have no vehicle information saved in
your Honda Owners account. The Owner's Manual explains the various features and functions
of your Honda, offers operation tips and suggestions for vehicle care and maintenance,
provides specific details on safety systems, and includes comprehensive technical
specifications. If your vehicle is equipped with a navigation system, a navigation manual with
detailed instructions, settings, and other information is also available. To purchase printed
manuals, you can order online or contact:. Delivery time is approximately five weeks. To save
paper and time, you can download the latest manuals now. Need more help? Contact your local
Honda dealer for assistance. Choose a Year and Model to View YEAR MODEL. These files
contain detailed information about your vehicle, and can be downloaded, searched, and printed.
The Owner's Guide provides a quick how-to on basic functions and features. Coverage and
terms of your vehicle's warranties, including general provisions, new vehicle limited warranty,
emissions, tires and accessories warranties, replacement parts and more. Details can be found
in the Warranty section. You have no vehicle information saved in your Honda Owners account.
Vehicle Specifications. Print Specs. Back to top. Engine Type. Displacement cc. Horsepower
rpm SAE net. Torque lb-ft rpm, SAE net. Bore and Stroke mm. Compression Ratio. Valve Train.
Fuel Injection. Drive-by-Wire Throttle System. Active Sound Control. Hill Start Assist. Direct
Ignition System with Immobilizer. Will vary with driving conditions. Please see your Honda
dealer for details. Unit-Body Construction. MacPherson Strut Front Suspension. Multi-Link Rear
Suspension. Front Shock Tower Bar. Steering Wheel Turns, Lock-to-Lock. Steering Ratio.
Turning Diameter, Curb-to-Curb ft. All-Season Tires. Compact Spare Tire. Wheelbase in. Length
in. Height in. Width in. Curb Weight lbs. Cargo Volume cu ft. Passenger Volume cu ft. Seating
Capacity. Fuel gal. Required Fuel. Use for comparison purposes only. Your actual mileage will
vary depending on how you drive and maintain your vehicle. Brake Assist. Rearview Camera
with Dynamic Guidelines 7. System operation affected by extreme interior heat. FCW does not
include a braking function. Driver remains responsible for safely operating vehicle and avoiding
collisions. LDW may not detect all lane markings or lane departures; accuracy will vary based
on weather, speed and road condition. It cannot correct the vehicle's course in every situation
or compensate for reckless driving. Control of the vehicle always remains with the driver. Do
not rely solely on the monitor system. Side Curtain Airbags with Rollover Sensor. Child-Proof
Rear Door Locks. Integrated Rear Window Antenna. Smart Entry. Fog Lights. One-Touch Turn
Indicators. LED Brake Lights. Variable Intermittent Windshield Wipers. Chrome Door Handles.
Chrome Exhaust Finishers. Hood Struts. Push Button Start. Illuminated Power Window
Switches. Cruise Control. Leather-Wrapped Steering Wheel. Illuminated Steering
Wheel-Mounted Controls. Tilt and Telescopic Steering Column. Center Console with Armrest
and Storage Compartment. Beverage Holders, Front and Rear. Automatic-Dimming Rearview
Mirror. Map Lights. Sunglasses Holder. Lockable Glove Compartment. Driver- and
Passenger-Side Seatback Pockets. Remote Fuel Filler Door Release. Remote Trunk Release with
Lock. Electronic Remote Trunk Release. Rear Window Defroster. Cargo Area Light. Floor Mats.
Side Door Pockets. The display is not a substitute for your own direct visual assessment of
traffic conditions before changing lanes. Your wireless carrier's rate plans apply. State or local
laws may limit use of texting feature. Only use texting feature when conditions allow you to do
so safely. Leather-Trimmed Seats. Heated Front Seats. Adjustable Front Seat-Belt Anchors.
Audio Touch Screen. USB Audio Interface All Aha platform feeds are audible, not visual in
nature. Vehicle does not provide any feeds. Some state laws prohibit the operation of handheld
electronic devices while operating a vehicle. Launch smartphone applications only when the
vehicle is safely parked. Aha is a trademark of Harman International Industries, Inc. Your
wireless carrier's rates may apply. Used with permission. Compatible with select smartphones.
See: Not all devices compatible with USB connection. If you decide to continue your SiriusXM
service at the end of your trial subscription, the plan you choose will automatically renew and
bill at then-current rates until you call SiriusXM at to cancel. See our Customer Agreement for
complete terms at Fees and programming subject to change. XM satellite service is available
only to those at least 18 years and older in the 48 contiguous United States and D. Some USB
devices with security software and digital rights-protected files may not work. Average Fuel
Economy Indicators 2. Average Speed Indicator. Elapsed Time Indicator. Engine Oil Life
Indicator. Exterior Temperature Indicator. Instant Fuel Economy Indicator. Miles-to-Empty
Indicator. Odometer and Trip Meters 2. Shift Lever Position Indicator. Average Fuel Economy

Indicator. Customizable Feature Settings. Rearview Camera with Guidelines. Welcome Screen.
ABS Indicator. Airbag System Indicator. Backlit Gauges. Brake System Indicator. Coolant
Temperature Indicator. Cruise Control Indicators. Door- and Trunk-Open Indicator. Fog Lights
Indicator. Fuel Level Indicator. Headlights-On Indicator. High-Beam Indicator. Immobilizer
System Indicator. Low-Fuel Indicator. Low-Oil Pressure Indicator. Low-Tire Pressure Indicator.
Malfunction Indicator. Passenger-Side Airbag-Off Indicator. Seat-Belt Reminder Indicator.
Security System Indicator. Smart Entry System Indicator. Starter System Indicator. System
Message Indicator. TPMS Indicator. ACC should not be used in heavy traffic, poor weat
1966 gto wiring diagram
ford territory 2005 problems
08 tahoe headlights
her or on winding roads. The driver remains responsible to slow or stop the vehicle to avoid a
collision. Adaptive Cruise Control Indicator. Engineering 6 Speed Manual LX. Transmission 6
Speed Manual LX. Chrome Exhaust Finisher. Seating 6 Speed Manual LX. Driver's Seat with
Manual Height Adjustment. Instrumentation 6 Speed Manual LX. Engineering 6 Speed Manual
Sport. Transmission 6 Speed Manual Sport. Exterior Measurements 6 Speed Manual Sport.
Interior Measurements 6 Speed Manual Sport. Active Safety 6 Speed Manual Sport. Passive
Safety 6 Speed Manual Sport. Exterior Features 6 Speed Manual Sport. Body-Colored Decklid
Spoiler. Seating 6 Speed Manual Sport. Audio Systems 6 Speed Manual Sport. Instrumentation 6
Speed Manual Sport. Engineering Continuously Variable Transmission Sport. Transmission
Continuously Variable Transmission Sport. Seating Continuously Variable Transmission Sport.
Instrumentation Continuously Variable Transmission Sport. Choose a Year and Model to View
YEAR MODEL.

